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   Unit 8 

        What did you do last week? 

 

Vacation  
Vocabulary: 

      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

                                                                

   

        

 

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Great  = large 

Present = to give something to someone  

Project = a piece of research  

1.  Listen & Discuss ... pp. 64 &65 

3 

console   Car race     Smart phone              project           

Art museum     drive   beach  Volleyball 

closet restaurant 

Assignment 

=homework  zoo          
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Competition = a person or group that you are trying to succeed 

against 

Equipment = supplies or tools needed for a special purpose 

High-tech = modern materials  

Looking for = searching for 

Pleased = delight 

Presentation = an activity in which someone explains something to 

a group of people 

Need = necessary duty 

Exercise 1 
Match:                                        

1- console               2- closet           3- vollyball             4- assignment  

5- restaurant          6- beach               7- car race   

      (a)             (b)             (c)             (d)             (e)             (f)            (g) 

 
 

 

Exercise 2 
What am I? 

Console  – restaurant  – closet  – assignment  – smart phone-  

art museum  – vollyball  . 

1- You can eat at me .               …………………….. . 

2- You can use me to play video games .   …………………….. . 

3- You can do me at home . …………………….. . 

4- You can put clothes at me .    …………………….. . 

5- You can visit me to see nice pictures . …………………….. . 

6- You can play me on the beach .  …………………….. . 

 7-You can use me to make a phone call . …………………. 
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Exercise 3 

Choose:  

1-  We can see animals in the ………………….. . 

a) restaurant         b) school                   c) zoo         d) hospital 

2-  I put my clothes in the ……………………. . 

a) stove     b) closet     c) bathroom                   d) living room 

3-  I ……….. my project in my class, and everyone liked it . 

a) played        b) carried                 c) saw                  d) presented 

4-  We played video games on Omar’s ……………. . 

a) guitar          b) console           c) violin            d) lute  

5- I went to the ………….. to see nice pictures . 

a) art museum         b) zoo      c) school               d) hospital 

6-  We ate lunch at a ……………….. . 

a) garage         b) restaurant      c) garden             d)zoo 

7-  I ………….. to the beach to play beach vollyball last week . 

a)  drive             b) droven        c) drove                 d) driving  

8- Did you go out , Imad? No, I ………… home . 

a) stayed       b) played             c) stay       d) staying 

9- Let’s …………. Out our closets . 

a) buy              b) clean         c) work                  d) look   

10-We can use ……………. To surf the internet . 

a) smart phones       b) guitars               c) televisions        d) lutes   
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Unit 8 

What did you do last week? 

 

Exercise 4 
Read then practice with a colleague:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1- 

 

2- 

 

3-  

 

 

4- 

  

 

 2.  Pair Work ...  p.65 

 Did you have a test yesterday? 
   Yes, I did./No,I didn,t. 

 What did you do yesterday afternoon? 

   I went to the zoo. 

 Did Saeed go to school on Thursday 

morning?    No, he didn’t.He went 

to the art museum. 

 Did Imad stay home on Saturday?    Yes, he did . 

Did  you ……...to work yesterday? 
   Yes.I……… 

 What did he …….yesterday afternoon?    He ……to the 

art museum. 

 …….. Saeed ……. home on Saturday? 
 ……..he didn’t. 

 Did Imad ……. a test last week? 
   ……. ,he did. 
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Unit 8 

What did you do last week? 
 

 

Simple Past Tense: be 

Usage: 

We use it with finished actions, states or habits in the past, for stories or 

lists of events, and to talk about things that are not real in the present 

or future. 

 

Affirmative Form:                   

Subject Pronouns  Full Form  

I                          

He                                    was       

She                  

It            at home.   
          

We 

You                    were  

They                

 

 

For example: 
• We spent a lot of time in Japan in 2007.    

• He went to a café. He sat down and ordered a coffee. 

• I went to Spain and Portugal.  

• If I won the lottery, I would buy a house. 

 

 

3.  Grammar...  pp. 66, 67 
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Exercise 7 
Add the suitable word; ‘was’, or ‘were’: 

1. He _________________ sick yesterday. 

2.  I _________________ in the school play last year. 

3. They _________________ happy with the football score. 

4. She _________________ late for school today. 

5. We _________________ tired yesterday. 

 

Exercise 8 

Find the mistake, underline it and write the correct word. 

a. He were here yesterday.    

 ___________________ 

b. I weres asleep at 11 o’clock last night.  

 ___________________ 

c. She were happy with her test result.   

 ___________________ 

d. we where in the garden this afternoon.  

 ___________________ 

e. I weren't in the football team last year.   ___________________ 

f. They was scared of the dark.    

 ___________________ 

g. It were cold and rainy yesterday.   

 ___________________ 

 

Exercise 9 
Read and circle True or False. 

 

Yesterday was a great day. I was on a trip with my 

family. We were at the beach all day. My parents 

were happy because they weren’t at work. My 

sister was in the sea all morning. The water was 

cold but I wasn’t in it for long. It was hot and my 

brother wasn’t very smart – he didn’t use sun 

cream so he got burnt! 
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a. They were at the beach yesterday.    True   False 

b. His dad was happy.       True   False 

c. He went swimming for a long time.    True   False 

d. It was a cold day.       True   False 

Exercise 10 
Read the sentences and underline the correct one. 

 

1. The correct sentence is (_______) 

a. It were my birthday yesterday. 

b. It was my birthday yesterday. 

c. It was being my birthday yesterday. 

2. The correct sentence is (_______) 

a. We were at the cinema last night. 

b. We’re be at the cinema last night. 

c. We was at the cinema last night. 

3. The correct sentence is (_______) 

a. Were Picasso a famous artist? 

b. Was Picasso a famous artist? 

c. Picasso was a famous artist? 

4. The correct sentence is (_______) 

a. Was it sunny at the beach? 

b. Were it sunny at the beach? 

c. It were sunny at the beach? 

5. The correct sentence is (_______) 

a. They wasn’t at the swimming pool at the weekend. 

b. They were’nt at the swimming pool at the weekend. 

c. They weren’t at the swimming pool at the weekend. 
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Simple Past Tense: Regular Verbs 
Information Questions (?) Affirmative (+) Negative (–) 

How was the museum tour? It was good. It wasn’t good. 

How was the guide? He/She was great. He/She wasn’t 

great. 

What were the exhibits like? They were very 

good. 

They weren’t 

very good. 

   

Yes-No Questions (?) Short Answers (+) Short Answers (–) 

Was the game exciting? Yes, it was. No, it wasn’t. 

Were the players good? Yes, they were. No, they 

weren’t. 

    

Simple Past Tense: Irregular Verbs 
Information Questions 

(?) 

Affirmative (+) Negative (–) 

What did you do last 

weekend? 

I stayed home. I didn’t stay home. 

Where did they go on 

Thursday?   

 

They went to the 

beach. 

They didn’t go to 

the beach. 

   

Yes-No Questions (?) Short Answers (+) Short Answers (–) 

Did you/he/they like the 

museum? 

 

Yes, I/he/they did. No, I/he/they didn’t. 

 

Regular past tense verbs end in -ed in the affirmative. 

Most English verbs are regular. 
 

Irregular Past Forms 

buy—bought   eat—ate   go—went   meet—met  

swim—swam  come—came  feel—felt   have—had  

ride—rode   take—took do—did   fly—flew   

know—knew   see—saw   win—won  drink—drank  
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get—got   leave—left  sleep—slept  write—wrote 

drive—drove   give—gave  make—made  spend—spent 
Exercise 11 

 
Make the past simple with 'be' - it could be positive, negative or question. 

1.  (I / be / at the cinema last night) 

____________________________________________________________ 

2. (the children / be / naughty)? 

____________________________________________________________ 

3.  (we / be / in a cafe when you called)? 

____________________________________________________________ 

4.  (I / be / late)? 

____________________________________________________________ 

5.  (she / be / a teacher when she was young) 

____________________________________________________________ 

6. (where / we / be)? 

____________________________________________________________ 

7.  (you / be / okay)? 

____________________________________________________________ 

8.  (we / be / too tired) 

____________________________________________________________ 

9. (how / the party / be)? 

____________________________________________________________ 

10.  (they / be / late for the interview) 

____________________________________________________________ 

11.  (you / be / in the garden) 

____________________________________________________________ 

12.  (what / his name / be)? 

____________________________________________________________ 

13. (it / not / be / cold) 

____________________________________________________________ 

14. (she / be / beautiful)? 

____________________________________________________________ 

15.  (she / not / be my wife at the time) 

____________________________________________________________ 
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Exercise 12 
Fill in the blanks below to complete the sentences, using  the words 

in the brackets. 

1) Mozart ___________ more than 600 pieces of music. 

a) writes            b) wrote             c) writed  d) was 

wrote 

2) We _______ Hoda in town a few days ago. 

a) did see           b) was saw            c) did saw  d) saw 

3) It was cold, so I _____________ the window. 

a) shut            b) was shut            c) am shut  d) shutted 

4) I ___________ to the cinema three times last week. 

a) was go           b) went             c) did go  d) goed 

5) What __________ you _________ last weekend? 

a) were / do b) did /did            c) did / do d) do /did 

6) The police ___________ me on my way home last night. 

a) was stop b) stopped            c) stops  d) stopping 

7) The film wasn't very good. I _____________ it very much. 

a) enjoyed b) wasn’t enjoy          c) didn’t enjoyed d) enjoy 

8) The bed was very uncomfortable. I ____________ sleep very well. 

a) didn’t            b) did             c) wasn’t  d) not 

9) The window was open and a bird ___________ into the room.. 

a) fly            b) flew            c) was flew d) did fly 

10) I __________ a lot of money yesterday. I __________ an expensive 

dress. 

a) spend/buy    b) spent/buy     c) spent/bought    d) was spent/buy 

11) ______ they swim yesterday? 

a) Were            b) Are           c) Do   d) Did 

12) Ms Adam ___________ dinner at 6 o'clock yesterday morning. 

a) has  b) had  c) have       d) eat 
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Unit 8 

What did you do last week? 
 

 

 

 

 

Vocabulary:  

boring = uninteresting        never = at no time  

 like = seem                        Gourmet’s = a restaurant’s name 

near X far                            lake = standing water 

great X terrible                   company= a business organization 

 

Listen to the dialogue then answer these questions: 

 

Exercise 5 
Choose:  

1- Ken went out on ……………… night. 

a) Tuesday         b) Thursday                  c) Friday        d) Monday 

2- Ken went out with ………………. . 

a) James    b) Jones     c) Badr                      d) Ahmed 

3- the food was ………………… . 

a) delicious        b) terrible                c) salty                    d) spicy 

4- The restaurant was near the ……………….. . 

a) river           b) leak            c) lake            d) sea 

 

 

 

 

4. Listening ...  p. 67 
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Exercise 6 
B)True or false: 
1. James is boring.                                                  (      ) 

2. James didn’t talk.                   (      ) 

3. James talked about his new car.                         (      ) 

4. Ken and James went to the zoo.                          (      ) 

5. The food was terrible.                                          (      ) 

6. The company was great.                (      ) 

Exercise 6 
C) complete while you listen using the words in the box: 

 
 

1- Did you go to a nice …………… ? 

2- Yes, we went to ……………,you know ,it’s near the lake. 

3- What was the food……….? 

4- The food was………… but the company was ………….. . 

 

  

Gourmet’s /  restaurant  / terrible  /  like / great 
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Unit 8 

What did you do last week? 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

help…..helped                 watch….watched 

walk….walked                 wash……washed 

cross….crossed               bath……..bathed 

 

 

want…..wanted                mend…..mended 

lift……........lifted                end……….ended 

wait……waited                 shout…….shouted 

 

 

 

disturb…..disturbed               confirm……confirmed 

clean…….cleaned                deliver…….delivered 

veto………..vetoed                live………………lived 

cancel...cancelled                allow………..allowed 

play………..played               beg…………..begged 

5. Pronunciation ...  p. 67 

“How to pronounce the past tense (ed) endings” 
 

-We pronounce -ed as /t / sound when the verb ends in .. 

/ʃ/ , /tʃ/ , /Ө/ , /k/ , /f/ , /p/ , /s/ 

-We pronounce -ed as /id / sound when the verb ends in .. 

/t/ , /d/ 

-We pronounce -ed as /d / sound when the verb ends in the other 

sounds.. 

[b, g, ð, v, z, ʒ, dʒ, m, n, ŋ, r, l, o,w] 
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bridge……bridged               breathe…….breathed 

 

 

learn……..learned     /id/ not /d/ 

age…………aged     /id/ not /d/ 

Exercise 7 
 

 

1-I laughed at the joke.                           (       ) 

2-Our work finished.                                  (       ) 

3-The snake killed the mouse.                 (       ) 

4-The teacher helped the student.          (       ) 

5-He rented a flat.                                    (       ) 

6-The hole is covered now.                     (       ) 

7-I lived in Cairo 10 years ago.               (       ) 

8-They crossed the road safely.              (       ) 

9-You are my beloved.                            (       ) 

10-He asked me to go out.                      (       ) 

11-I wanted a cup of tea.                        (        ) 

12-I played football yesterday.               (        ) 

13-My mother cooked our meal.            (        ) 

 

 

 

There are several exceptions to the rules explained before . 

For Example .. 

-Pronounce the following –ed endings . Write   T for a /t/ 

sound , ID for an /id/ sound and D for a /d/ sound : 
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Unit 8 

What did you do last week? 

 
Vocabulary:  

Nothing = not anything 

special = more important than other 

Interesting = attracting  

Demanding = hard to satisfy  

impress = to produce (as a mark) by pressure. 

expensive = high cost  

problem = something is difficult to deal with. 

spicy = containing strong spicies that cause a burning feeling in 

mouth. 

classmate = a member of the same class in a school, college, or 

university. 

kinds = sorts                                   

Only = alone 

Exercise 8 
Match: 

A B 

1- Interesting a) Something is difficult to deal with 

2- Demanding b) high cost 

3- kinds c) to produce (as a mark) by pressure 

4- Problem d) attracting 

5- Special e) sorts 

6- Impress f) hard to satisfy 

7- Spicy g) More important than other 

8- Expensive  h) Containing strong spicies that cause a burning 

feeling in mouth  

   1 (     )    2 (     )    3 (     )     4 (     )      5 (     )     6 (     )    7 (     )    8 (     )          

6.  Conversation ...    p. 68 
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Exercise 9 

Read the conversation again then tick (✓) or (X): 

1- Sam went out with Dave Robbins.   (       ) 

2- Dave robbins is very boring.                 (       ) 

3- Dave Robbins isn’t demanding.           (       ) 

4- Sam didn’t want to impress Dave.       (       ) 

5- Sam took Dave to an expensive Indian restaurant.  (       ) 

6- The food was good.                               (       ) 

7- The problem was that he liked the spicy food.  (       ) 

8- Dave only had the rice.                        (       ) 

Exercise 10 

Now listen to the conversation again then answer the questions: 

1. Who did Sam go with? 

__________________________________________________________ 

2. What was he like? 

__________________________________________________________ 

3. Where did Sam take Dave? 

__________________________________________________________ 

4. What was the food like? 

__________________________________________________________ 

5. Did Dave like the spicy food? 

__________________________________________________________ 

6. What did he eat?  

__________________________________________________________ 
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Exercise 11 

Now act the conversation and complete the missing parts with  

a colleague: 

(1) St. 1: ……………………………………………?  

St. 2: Nothing special. How about you? 

 

(2) St. 1: I went out with my friend Ahmed.  

St. 2: Really?..................................?  

 

(3) St. 1: He is interesting but very demanding ! 

St. 2: …………………………………………………….?  

 

(4) St. 1: I took him to an expensive English restaurant.  

St. 2: ……………………………………………… .?  

 

(5) St. 1: Yes, it was delicious. 

St. 2: great ! 
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Unit 8 

What did you do last week? 

 
Do this in pair : 
Patner A asks partner B questions using the past simple tense 

..(e.g.Where did you go?) . Partner B aswers using the past simple, as 

well (e.g. I went to Italy). 
 

Exercise 12 
-Elicit answers from your colleagues for these questions: 

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

  

 

  

 

Exercise 13 
-When was the last time you…. 

1-(ride) a bicycle ?                 ……………………………………….. 

2-(eat) popcorn?                     ………………………………………. 

3-(see) ascary movie?            ………………………………………. 

7. About you ...  p. 68 

Did you drink water with your 

dinner last night? 
….……………………………

………………………………. 

 
What did you eat for breakfast 

yesterday? 
….……………………………

………………………………. 

 
Who was the last person you 

talked to on the phone? 
….……………………………

………………………………. 

 
What was the last email you 

received? 
….……………………………

………………………………. 

 
When did you write an email to a 

friend? Who did you write to last? 
….……………………………

………………………………. 

 
When was the last time you visited 

relatives? 
….……………………………

………………………………. 
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4-(go) to bed after 11 PM?     ……………………………………….. 

5-(drink) hot chocolate?        ……………………………………….. 

6-(have) eggs for breakfast?  ………………………………………. 

7-(go) on holiday?                   ………………………………………. 

8-(visit) a museum?                ……………………………………….. 

9-(play) football?                    ……………………………………….. 

 

Unit 8 

What did you do last week? 

 
 

New Vocabulary: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8.  Reading ...  pp. 69 

guest  

Sushi Snack Curry

Cuisine kebab 
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Vocabulary: 

Ethnic = original. 

Curry = Indian food. 

Favorite = a thing is liked more than other. 

Around = along , or through a curving path.  

Snack = a small amount of food eaten between meals.   

accident =a sudden event that is not planned and that causes 

damage or injury.  

melt = to change or to cause something from a solid to a liquid usually 

because of heat. 

guest = a person entertained in one’s house.  

regular = happening or done very often. 

popular = liked or enjoyed by many people . 

everywhere = in or to every place. 

flat = having a wide , smooth surface and little thickness. 

toppings = a food that is added to the top of another food . 

culture = a particular society that has its own beliefs , ways of life , art. 

common = famous   

Sushi = Japanese food. 

Cuisine  = a style of cooking. 

 

Exercise 14 

Match: 

(A) 

A B 

1- Mrs.Wakefield  a.  Through a curving path 

2- guest  b. Turkish food 

3- common  c. happening or done very often  

4- popular  d. every place 

5- snack e. famouse 

6- ethnic  f. Made the first chocolate chip cookies 

7- regular g. A man intertained in one’s house 
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8- around h. Liked or enjoyed by many people 

9- kabab  i. A small amount of food eaten betweeen 

meals. 

10- Everywhere  j. original 
 

   1 (     )                2 (     )              3 (     )              4 (     )              5 (     )         

   6 (     )                7 (     )              8 (     )              9 (     )             10 (     )       
 

    

 
 

Exercise 15 
Choose:  

1-The…………….. is a person intertained in one’s house. 

a) doctor  b) guest  c) mechanic  d) teacher 

2-I can have a …………… when I fel hungry at school. 

a) break         b) pen          c) snack                    d) book 

3-The ………… is a sudden event that is not planned and that 

causes damage or injury. 

a) accident  b) vacation   c) holiday  d) football  

4-…………… is astyle of cooking. 

a) Sushi  b) eggs       c) cream  d) Cuisine 

5-………….is aJapanese food 

a) Curry  b) Fish                 c) Sushi    d) Rice 

6-…………….. is a food that is added to the top of another food. 

a) Toppings  b) Chicken c) Spice          d) Salt 
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7-…………….is a small amount of food eaten between meal. 

a) Dinner  b) Lunch       c) Breakfast d) Snack 

8-The …………….is a particular society that has its own beliefs , 

ways of life , art. 

a) culture           b) Biology  c) trip       d) country 

 
 

Exercise 16 

Write down the correct word for every picture from  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

__________ __________ 

 

__________ 

 

__________ 

 

__________ 

 

____________ 

 

Kabab – snack – curry – sushi – cuisine - guest 
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“Good Food” 
 

Food is what we eat to live along. We live but a 

few hours without it. There are numerous foods. 

They fall in different types too. Some foods are 

natural and some are artificial. Some foods come 

from agricultural products. Some others come from the sea. 

Still, some others are flesh of animals. All these foods sustain 

life. But all these foods are not good. Only foods that are 

nutritious are called good food. Good foods contain natural 

substances necessary for proper growth. They are healthful. 

They also keep off diseases. However, it is not good to eat too 

much of one good food. We need only certain amount of a 

certain food for good health. There are many different good 

foods and they all have different nutritious properties in them. 

One should know what food and how much of it one should 

eat. 

Exercise 17 

A) Choose the correct answer:  
1. Some foods are …………and some are artificial. 

a) natural  b) terrible  c) mede     d) not healthy 

 

2.  Good foods keep off ……………..  

a) fitness                             b) diseases 

c) Nothing     d) activities  

 

3. Some foods come from ……………… products. 

a) Industrial     b) factories 

c) agricultural     d) markets 
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B) Put ( T ) for the true sentence and ( F ) for the false one: 

C) We can live without food. (       ) 

D) There are different types of food.. (       ) 

E) All types of food are good and healthy. (       ) 

F) It’s good to eat too much of one good food. (       ) 

G) We need only certain amount of certain food for our health.       (       ) 

H) We should know how much of food one should eat. (       ) 

 

 

C) Answer the following questions:  

1- Which foods are calld good foods?  

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________ 

2- What does good food contain? 

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________ 

3- What do we need for good health? 

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________ 

4- Which food we should eat? 
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Unit 8 

What did you do last week? 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

9.  Writing ...    p. 70 

 

 

1. Use sequence words to show the order things happen: first, 

next, then, after that, finally.  

• To boil an egg, first boil the water in a pot. Next, put the egg 

into the water. Then, wait 3-5 minutes. After that, remove the 

egg from the water. Finally, serve the egg.. 

 

 

2. Use time words such as when and until. 

• Fry the onion in oil until it is golden brown. 

When the water boils, put the spaghetti in the pot. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sequence and time words 

In writing, we use a comma after the sequence words 

and expressions that begin a sentence. 

The sequence word then can be written with or without 

a comma after it. 
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Exercise 18 

Fill the gaps with the best word: 

 

(Finally - After that – Next – first - Then)              
 

To build a tree house, 1 ……………, choose a very strong tree. 

2……………, you should design the tree house before you begin to 

build.3 …………… you should start with the floor.4 ……………., you 

build the walls.5 ……………, you can build a roof. 

 

 

Exercise 19 

Choose the correct answer: 

1- In a blending bowl, beat the cream cheese and glucose ………… 

smooth. 

a) until  b) when       c) then  d) next 

2-…………... I did a lot of good work, all people respected me. 

a) Until  b) When       c) Then  d) Next 

3-Put the water and wait ............... boils. 

a) when  b) until         c) then  d) next 

4-................ the water boils put the rice in the pot. 

a) Until  b) Then       c) When  d) Next 

5- Wear sun cream ………….... it's very hot. 

a) next  b) then        c) until  d) when 

6- Have dinner …………… the food cooked. 

a) next  b) then        c) until  d) when 
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New Vocabulary: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Baking powder  Sugar Vegetable oil 

Tablespoons Flour Pancakes

Flip 

Frying pan Salt bowl 

Scoop Recipe 
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Exercise 20 

Match: 

1- pancakes               2- scoop           3- bowel             4- tablespoons  

5- batter          6- flour               7- vegetable oil   

      (a)           (b)           (c)            (d)             (e)              (f)                (g) 

 

1 (     )        2 (     )       3 (     )      4 (     )       5 (     )        6 (   )   7 (   ) 

Exercise 21 

Fill the missing letters: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tea spoon Topping Batter 

7- B-king p-wder 

2- S-gar 4- F-ip 

6- F-ying p-n 5- Re-ipe 8- T-a sp-on 

1- T-pp-ng 3- S-lt 
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Exercise 22 

 

Complete the gaps. Use the words below: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

1-……………     2-……………         3-……………        4-…………… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5-……………         6-……………      7-……………       8-…………… 

 

 

Exercise 23 

Read this recipe. Put the sentences in the right order. (1-6) 

 

a) Put some oil in the frying pan. (   ) 

b) Add the milk and eggs. (   ) 

c) Put the flour in the bowl. (   ) 

d) Cook the pancakes for one minute on each side. (   ) 

e) Whisk the ingredients together.(   ) 

f) Pour the pancake mixture into the frying pan. (   ) 

Sugar Flour 

Flip 

Salt 

Bowl 

Scoop 

Topping Batter 
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Exercise 24 

According to preparation of pancakes .Tick (✓) or (X): 

 

1. First, don't beat the milk, egg, and oil in a bowl. (     ) 

 2. Next, don't mix the flour, sugar, baking powder, and salt in a large 

bowl. (     ) 

3. Then, make a hole in the center of the flour mixture. (     ) 

 4. Don't pour the milk and eggs into the flour, and beat until the 

batter is smooth. (     ) 

 5. Heat a frying pan. After that, pour a scoop of the batter into the 

pan. (     ) 

 6. When the batter starts to bubble, don't flip the pancake. Brown the 

other side. (     ) 

 7. Finally, serve the pancakes hot with your favorite toppings. (     ) 

Exercise 25 

Choose: 

1- Sieve the …………… with salt into a bowl. 

a) flour  b) tea spoon      c) scoop  d) tablespoons 

2-Break the eggs and add them into the …………... . 

a) sugar  b) bowl       c) scoop  d) pancake 

3-Sprinkle the …………... and lemon juice. 

a) tea spoon b) scoop        c) pancake d) sugar 

4-Put the …………... on a plate. 

a) fry           b) pan                 c) pancake  d) flip 
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Exercise 26 

Write about your favorite food and how it is prepared. Include a list of 

the ingredients. 
 

…………………………..………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………..……………………………………………………………… 

……………………………..………………………………………………………………. 

……………………………..……………………………………………………………… 

……………………………..………………………………………………………………. 

……………………………..……………………………………………………………… 

……………………………..……………………………………………………………… 

……………………………..……………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
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Unit 8 

What did you do last week? 
 

Exercise 27 

 

Prepare a presentation on a regional dish in your country: 
 

 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

10.  Project ...   p. 70 
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Unit 8 

What did you do last week? 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We can also use adverbs of frequency with the simple past. 
 

 

11.  Form, Meaning and Function ... p. 71 

Simple Present versus Simple Past 

-Use the simple present to talk about permanent actions like habits or 

routines. 

-We often use adverbs of frequency such as: always, usually, often, 

rarely, never. 

 

➢ Ahmed brushes his teeth...   every day / every Friday/ every week 

➢ Does Ahmed brush his teeth…?          on Monday(s) / on the weekend 

➢ Ahmed doesn't brush his teeth…     once a week / three times a month 

-Use the simple past to talk about actions that were completed in the 

past. 

-We often use time expressions such as: yesterday, last night, two years 

ago. 

 

➢Ahmed brushed his teeth...           yesterday 

➢ Did Ahmed brush his teeth…?     last week / last Friday / last month 

➢Ahmed didn't brush his teeth…     two days ago / a week ago 
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Exercise 28 

Underline the verbs in the following sentences: 

 

1. The children go to school by bus. 

2. Bats sleep during the day. 

3. These toys belong to Kathy. 

4. Every pupil has a good dictionary. 

5 .Polar bears live at the North Pole. 

6. Most children learn very fast. 

7. Mr. Thomas teaches us science. 

8. The earth goes around the sun. 

9 .We never cross the street without looking. 

10. Many stores close on Sunday. 
 

Exercise 29 

Fill in the blanks with the correct simple past tense of the 

verbs in parentheses: 

 

1. She ___________ home alone. (go) 

2. The wind ___________ throughout the night. (blow) 

3. An apple ___________ on his head. (drop) 

4. A frog __________ into the well and ___________ it 

back to her. (jump/bring) 

5 .Fahd ___________ the highest grade in his English 

class. (get) 

6. The party ___________ at 8:00 P.M. (begin)  

7. He __________ his old car and __________ a new 

one. (sell/buy) 

8. Ali ___________ up the ladder carefully. (climb) 

9. Who ___________ all the windows? (shut) 
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Exercise 30 

Choose:  

 

1. I ………………………. to beach yesterday   . 

a- go     b- went     c- gone      d- goes 

2. What did you ……………………. yesterday? . 

a- buy    b- bought    c- buys      d- buying 

3. We ……………………… to Makah last week   .  

a- travel    b- travelled    c- travelling     d- travels 

4. …………………………… she study yesterday ? 

a- Did     b- Does     c- Doing      d- Done 

5. She ………. break up with him last week.   . 

a-didn't    b- don't     c- does      d- do 

6. My friend ………. to the supermarket every day . 

b- go     b- went     c- gone      d- goes 

7. Ali ……….. fast   .  

b- run     b- running    c- runs      d- don't 

8. ………. he hate me? 

a- Do     b- Doing     c- Does      d- Done 

9. The accident ………. a week ago. 

a- happen    b- happened   c- happens     d- happy 

10. Ahmed ………. brush his teeth three times a month. 

a- Doesn't    b- Doing     c- Does      d- Done 
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General Exercise on Unit 8 

1rcise Exe 
Match:                                               (A) 

1- zoo       2- Assignment=homework       3- Restaurant        4- Closet 

5- Drive         6- Volleyball               7- beach 

   (a)             (b)             (c)             (d)             (e)             (f)            (g) 

 

1 (     )        2 (     )       3 (     )      4 (     )       5 (     )        6 (   )   7 (   ) 

(B) 

1-Car race  2-Smart phone      3-bowl        4-Recipe 

5- console         6- Salt    7-project  

   (a)             (b)             (c)             (d)             (e)             (f)            (g) 

 

1 (     )        2 (     )       3 (     )      4 (     )       5 (     )        6 (   )   7 (   ) 

2rcise Exe 
Fill in the missing letters: 

 

  

1- C-rry                                          6-   S-shi 

2- Ac-ident                                    7-  Sp-cy 

3- To-ping                                      8- Eq-ipm-nt 

4- n-ar                                            9- b-ring 

5- pr-s-ntation                              10- C-mpet-tion      
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Exercise3 

Complete the gaps. Use the words below: 

(car race/smartphone /console/searching/homework/ curry )    

1- Indian food ……………………… .  

2- Assignment …………………….… . 

3- A competition with cars …..…..… .  

4- Looking for …………………….……. .  

5- A high-tech phone ………….................. . 

6- Equipment for video games …………….. . 

                                             Exercise 4    

Choose: 

1- I went to a friend’s house and watched................. . 

a- a car race             b- home               c- the zoo       d-hospital 

2- A: Do you have any clean clothes?   

B: Yes, I do. I did my…………… yesterday. 

a- closet                     b- home               c- laundry       d-house 

3- I went to a …………… I love history. 

a- mall                       b- home                c- the zoo       d-museum 

4- A person entertained in one's house is …………… . 

a- the man                b- the boy            c- the girl         d-the guest 

5- ………….. is a style of cooking  . 

a- cuisine                  b- cure                 c- curry            d-cute 

6- Japanese food is …………………… . 

a- kebabs                b- sushi                  c- pizza           d-kabsa 
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7- Indian food is ……………. . 

a- kabsa                 b- pizza                  c- curry           d-sushi 

8- A food that is added to the top of another food is …………… . 

a- Toppings           b- home                 c- meat            d-fish 

9- The meaning of "nothing" is ….……….. . 

a- thing                  b- thong                  c- no               d-not anything 

10- Saudi Arabia food is …………… . 

a- kabsa               b- curry                   c- chocolate   d-sushi 

11- The shoes were on sale, so Sabah …………… two pairs. 

a- didn't buy        b- buys                    c- bought        d-doesn't buy 

12- Ahmed ………….. football because he broke his leg last week. 

a- doesn't play    b- plays                   c- played        d-don't play 

13- She ………… badly last night. 

a- sleeps              b- sleep                   c- slept            d-sleeping 

14- He ………. to our library every morning. 

a- came              b- come                   c- comes         d-coming 

15- How many lectures on economics …………… you usually have. 

a- do              b- does                      c- did              d-doing 

16- She ………….. Swedish well . 

a- spoke       b- speaks                   c- speak          d-spoken 

17- They …………….. many funny jokes . 

a- knows       b- know                      c- knew            d-knowing 

18- Fahd ……………. me his best tie two days ago. 

a- lend          b- lent                         c- lending         d-land 
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                                             Exercise 5    

Write the verbs in the simple past tense:  

1- He ___________ football  yesterday.(play) 

2- We ___________ chips now.(eat) 

3- The cows ___________ water.(drink) 

4- My mother ______________ a cake.(bake) 

5- The pupils ____________ English.(learn) 

                                     Exercise 6  

Reading comprehension: 

Our vacation 

Ahmed and his brother Ali are from Saudi Arabia. They live and 

work in Riyadh. Last February, they went on vacation to Mexico. 

They had a great time. First, they went to Cancun. While they 

were in Cancun, they went to the beach. They swam in the 

ocean, relaxed on the beach, and went snorkeling. We played 

baseball. At first, we didn’t play very well, but learned quickly. 

One day, Ahmed went kite surfing. Every night, they went to a 

restaurant. After Cancun, they took a bus to Merida. In Merida, 

they went to an anthropology museum. They also went 

shopping. They bought many souvenirs for their friends and 

family. After Merida, they returned home to Riyadh. They had 

no clean clothes. They were tired, but happy.  
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A- Tick ( ✓  ) or ( X ): 

1- Ahmed and his brother Ali aren't from Saudi Arabia. (     ) 

2- They bought many souvenirs for their friends and family.(   )      

3- They were tired, but unhappy. (     ) 

4- While they were in Cancun, they went to the beach. (        ) 

5-They were on vacation to Mexico. (       ) 
 

B- choose: 

1. The story is about ……………. . 

a. how to kite surf                      b. a vacation in Mexico 

c. Mexican anthropology   d. Cancun 

2. Only Ahmed went ……………. . 

a. swimming in the ocean        b. to an anthropology museum        

c. kite surfing                              d. snorkeling 

3. Ahmed and Ali didn't ……………... while they were in Mexico. 

a. do their laundry                      b. stay at hotels     

c. buy gifts                                   d. eat Mexican food 

4. The story takes place ………….. . 

a. in the future    b. right now    c. on Sunday       d. in the past                                              

5. They played ………….. . 

a. football           b. volleyball    c. baseball           d. basketball 

6. Every night, they went to ……………………. . 

a. a restaurant    b. a cafe         c. club                  d. snorkeling 

7. They also went shopping and ……………… many souvenirs. 

a. buy                  b. buys            c. didn't buy         d. bought 
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C- Answer the following questions:  

1- Where are Ahmed and his brother from?  

............................................................................................................... 

2-Where did they go on vacation? 

............................................................................................................... 

3-What did they do in Cancun? 

………………………………………………………………………………..  

4-The underlined pronoun "they" refers to ………………………………. 

5-The word "souvenir" means …………………….. 

Exercise 7 
Write about your favorite place when you were a child: 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 


